Grossmont Union High School District Band & Color Guard Fall Showcase
Dear Directors and Booster Clubs,
I have some information to pass on to you. If you have any questions, please
contact me at: Julie Leonard. Leonard@rohan.sdsu.edu
If your band doesn't have PMAG Representatives yet or you don't see their
names and addresses on my list, please pass those names and address on to
me. Thanks!
Concessions:
If your band would like to have a fund raising concession table, please contact
me right away to sign-up. I will make sure there are no duplicate concessions.
Our concessions made from $100 to $600 last year. There is some lighting and
lots of room but no electrical outlets. PMAG’s concession policy is to provide
more fund raising opportunities for your bands. To have a concession table,
you will pay $5 to the host band for each table and 10% of your profits to
PMAG. Monte Vista will provide the tables and 2 chairs per table. You are
welcome to decorate. You’ll want to be here by 5:00 to set up and start selling
to early arrivals.
To-bring-list:
• 1 security person from each school (directors arrange)
• A first aid kit, (one will also be available at volunteer table and there will
be an ambulance on site)
• At least one parent chaperone to sit with each band in the stands. We
want to show respect to every performing band.
• You are welcome to bring a band banner to tie at the top of your stadium
seat section.
Volunteers:
We need at least 2 volunteers from each school. We need help with parking, at
the front gate, bus parking, airwaves table, set-up, and clean-up/take-down.
We could use a few parents who can be here by 4:30, 5:00 to help with
parking, most by 5:30, and parents to help afterwards especially with the
parking lot. Very few stayed to help with traffic after the event. We need to
make sure our drivers are much safer this year. Please send me a list. I will
have badges and a sign-in table by the announcer booth.
Cart & trailer available:
Monte Vista has a new track so only small gas and electric carts are allowed to
drive on the track. The road from the bus parking lot to the field is paved. You
may bring your own cart and trailer. 	
  

